
 NOT ALL CLASSROOMS HAVE FOUR WALLS! 

On a wet, chilly Saturday morning in December, 25 of our StreetLeaders gathered 
together at the U.S. National Whitewater Center (WWC) for the kick-off of 
UrbanPromise Charlotte’s UrbanTrekkers pilot program! 

UrbanTrekkers (first developed at UP Camden 14 years ago) is an extension of the UP 
experience designed to motivate students to learn from outdoor experiences and then 
carry that learning into other areas of their influence. Activities are designed to help 
develop students’ skills in teamwork, leadership, and decision-making.  

What better way to launch UP Charlotte’s expression of UrbanTrekkers than by 
participating in the WWC’s Team Development program?! StreetLeaders and 
volunteers had an opportunity to build bonds and solve problems in fun, stretching 
situations… sometimes even from dozens of feet in the air! 

“The WWC Trek was very adventurous and it brought me out of my comfort zone. 
Even though it was rainy and cold, we had an awesome time!”  
—Melanie Castellon-Lazo, Camp Hope StreetLeader 

Sessions of 
Torrent’s Workshop 
Include:

• Find Your “Why” 
• Discover Your 

Strengths (Using the 
StrengthtsFinder 
Assessment) 

• Presenting Yourself 
Professionally 

• Entrepreneurship: 
How to Build a 
Business 

• Sales & Marketing 
• Working in 

Technology
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WHAT DOES IT REALLY MEAN TO RAISE A LEADER WHO IS PREPARED FOR TODAY’S 
FAST-PACED, HYPER-CONNECTED SOCIETY? TORRENT CONSULTING, A LOCAL 
SALESFORCE CONSULTING COMPANY WITH BUSINESS EXPERTISE AND A PASSION FOR 
PURPOSE, BELIEVES BECOMING A LEADER WORTH FOLLOWING REQUIRES A HOLISTIC 
APPROACH! 

Last summer Torrent developed an 8-session Business & 
Technology Workshop and invited an initial cohort of 15 
StreetLeaders to join. Once a month from October-May, 
this group of developing leaders has gathered at the 
Torrent office for learning, collaboration, and to gain 
hands-on experience in an array of topics related to 
launching and sustaining a business. They’ve even been 
developing plans for their own business ideas! 

Addressing concerns about upward mobility has been a primary focus in Charlotte for 
the last five years, and we are so grateful to the Torrent team for intentionally creating 
opportunities for our StreetLeaders to succeed. We can’t wait to see how our first cohort of 
StreetLeaders translates the skills they’ve learned and the relationships they’ve built into 
becoming even stronger leaders determined to restore their communities!

LEADERSHIP BEYOND CAMP

We are so grateful to one of our generous donors for initiating the 
UrbanTrekkers program here in Charlotte! Our next Trek will be to Crowder’s 

Mountain on Saturday, March 2nd.


